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This Special Issue consists of 16 papers selected from a lot of high-quality submissions via a rigid review process. It refers to some recent developments on stochastic hybrid systems in both theoretical and application fields. The main contributions of the accepted papers are classified into three groups, which are briefly summarized as follows.
Control
In the paper 'Output regulation for switched LPV systems with Markovian jump parameters and its application ', Yang and Zhao et al (2018) investigate the output-regulation issue for Markov jump linear parameter-varying systems under partially unknown transition probabilities. Based on the parameter-dependent stochastic Lyapunov function method, an observer-based controller is designed such that the closedloop system is stochastically stable, as well as the regulation output converges to zero asymptotically. As a practical verification, an aero-engine model is illustrated to show the effectiveness of developed control design approaches.
In the paper 'Adaptive fuzzy control design for a class of uncertain switched lower triangular systems ', Xu and Wang (2018) deal with the problem of adaptive fuzzy tracking control for a class of uncertain switched nonlinear systems with unknown functions under arbitrary switching constraint. The unknown functions are approximated using the fuzzy logic systems. In terms of the adaptive backstepping technique, the state feedback controllers and the corresponding adaptive law are designed simultaneously. The numerical examples verify that the developed controllers ensure the convergence of tracking errors and boundedness of closed-loop signals.
In the paper 'Disturbance-observer-based l 2 -l ' control for discrete-time Markovian jump system', Hou and Sun (2018) concern with the anti-disturbance control design for discretetime Markov jump systems with multiple disturbances and completely known transition probabilities. The disturbances given in the paper contain two parts, i.e., one is considered as the control inputs and is updated by an exogenous system, the other one is a matched external disturbance with an H 2 form. An observer-based composite controller is developed which realizes norm-bounded disturbance rejection and l 2 -l ' performance requirement.
The paper 'An event-triggered approach to finite-time observer-based control for Markov jump systems with repeated scalar nonlinearities' by Li and Shen et al (2018) investigates the finite-time control issue via an event-triggered scheme for Markov jump repeated scalar nonlinear systems. An observer-based controller design scheme is constructed via a convex optimization procedure such that the resulting error system is stochastically finite-time bounded, as well as the network communication bandwidth is effectively saved by using the event-triggered strategy.
In the paper 'Dissipativity-based resilient asynchronous control for Markov jump systems with sector-bounded nonlinearities' by Zhang and Ou (2018), the resilient asynchronous dissipative control issue is concerned for a class of discretetime Markov jump Lur'e systems. The asynchronous controller design can be implemented by solving a convex optimization problem. A monotonicity characteristic is reflected between the control performance index and the degrees of asynchronous jumps via a numerical example.
Filtering
In the paper 'State estimation for stochastic polynomial systems with switching in the state equation' by Gonzalez and Basin (2018), a mean-square filter design issue is studied for a class of stochastic nonlinear polynomial switched systems with state equation switching. The switching between two different nonlinear functions is governed by random signals subject to a Bernoulli distributed sequence. The filtering equations can be obtained in a closed form, where the conditional expectation of polynomial terms is expressed as functions of the state estimate and the error covariance matrix. The proposed filtering approach can be directly applied to many technical plants including an induction motor, and a vertical oil well drill string.
In the paper 'Sensor transmission power control in remote state estimation over a fading communication channel' by Zhang and Zheng (2018) , an optimization issue is formulated via combining the quality of remote state estimation and the cost of sensor power when the sensors transmission capability is restrained by the energy budget. The minimization realization is done for the expected weighted average sum of remote state estimation errors and the sensors transmission power costs in an infinite time horizon. The structure of the optimal power control strategy is constructed based on a Markov decision process framework. An approximation expression on the optimal solution is presented and a suboptimal sensor power control scheme is established. Finally, the efficiency of the developed power control policy is demonstrated by a simulation example.
The paper 'Design the finite-time H ' resilient filter of a class of switched systems with uncertain parameters' by Ai and Ren et al (2018), concerns with the finite-time H ' resilient filtering issue for a class of switched systems with average dwell time switching. By virtues of multiple Lyapunov function approach, sufficient conditions are derived to ensure the existence of desired H ' resilient filter, as well as the finite-time boundedness of filtering error dynamic systems. The corresponding filter design is carried out by means of the linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) technique, and the advantage of developed approach is verified by a numerical example.
In the paper 'Event-triggered based distributed H ' consensus filtering for discrete-time delayed systems over lossy sensor network' by Wang S and Wang Y et al (2018) , the issue of event-triggered distributed H ' consensus filtering for discretetime dynamic systems with time-varying delays and stochastic switching topologies. The event-triggering mechanism is employed by using an event detector, and the communication links between the event detector and the distributed filter are supposed to be over an unreliable network. Based on a stochastic switching topology scheme, a sufficient condition is established to ensure that the resulting filtering error dynamics are stochastically stable and satisfy a given distributed H ' average performance requirement. The filter solvability condition is obtained in terms of linear matrix inequalities technique.
The paper 'Mixed filter design for nonlinear singular Markovian jump systems with time-varying delays based on a dissipativity performance index' by Zuo J and Liu G et al (2018) concerns with the issue of dissipative filtering for a class of nonlinear singular Markovian jump systems with time-varying delays. The filter with both mode-dependent and mode-independent forms is constructed simultaneously in a unified framework. Via a mode-dependent stochastic LKF, the delay-dependent conditions, that ensures the studied systems are stochastically admissible and satisfy a dissipativity performance index, are derived based on a delaydecomposition approach and the reciprocally convex inequality technique. Numerical examples are illustrated to show the effectiveness of our developed results.
Applications and Others
The paper 'Consensus for discrete-time heterogeneous networked systems consisting of third-order and first-order agents under fixed and switching topologies' by Zhao and Fei (2018) deals with the consensus issue for a class of heterogeneous multi-agent systems containing third-order and firstorder agents. Two topology structures are considered here, i.e., fixed and switching. Firstly, considering the fixed topology case, a sufficient consensus condition is derived based on algebraic graph theory and linear system theory; Then, a necessary and sufficient mean-square consensus condition is obtained for the case of stochastic switching topology. Two numerical examples are utilized to show the advances of derived theoretical results.
In the paper 'Noise-to-state stability analysis for a class of random time-delay nonlinear systems' by Jiao and Zong et al (2018) , the time-delay systems disturbed by colour noises with finite two-order moments are modeled as stochastic functional differential equations. The general conditions to ensure the existence and uniqueness of solutions are given firstly, and the noise-to-state stability and e lt -weighted integral noise-to-state stability for the presented random delay systems are investigated in terms of the Lyapunov function approach.
In the paper 'Finite time control strategy for satellite attitude maneuver based on hybrid actuator' by Ye and Zhang et al (2018) , the finite-time attitude tracking problem is addressed for a rigid spacecraft based on a nonsingular terminal sliding mode control (NTSMC) strategy. The motion equations are established based on the thruster-flywheel hybrid actuator and the relative dynamics and kinematics models are presented to design the attitude tracking controllers. With the aid of terminal sliding mode control theory and Lyapunov principle, the tracking control law of satellite attitude is proposed, furthermore, a NTSMC law is developed to avoid the singularity of the algorithm. Finally, a numerical simulation is given to verify the performance of developed controllers in practice.
In other aspects, the paper 'Stochastical stability of positive Markov jump linear systems with completed/partially known transition rates' by Chen Y and Bo Y et al (2018) , deals with the stochastic stability issue for a class of positive Markov jump linear systems with partially unknown transition rates. Via solving linear programming feasibility problems, a necessary and sufficient condition for the stability analysis issue is presented. The paper 'A new pattern based Petri net to model sintering production process' by Wu and Liu (2018) proposes a new Petri net model framework based on pattern class variable to describe a certain stochastic hybrid system, which can clearly represent the continuous terms and discrete-event terms in a collective model. By using pattern recognition method, it overcomes the stochastic disturbance in the process of classification. The paper 'Passivity and pinning control of coupled neural networks with and without time-varying delay' by Ren and Wu et al (2017) , investigates the passivity issue for coupled neural networks without time-varying delays firstly, where the input and output vectors have different dimensions. Then, the passivity and pinning passivity is further discussed for coupled neural networks with time-varying delays.
